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The three brief scenarios that follow provide insights into a classroom
community of kindergarten children who are as comfortable with read-
ing and writing on a computer screen as they are with reading and writ-
ing on paper. When the children work at the computer with another child
or an adult, they have occasions for socially constructing concepts about
print (e.g., directionality, matching speech and text), for gaining insights
into functions and forms of literacy, for composing with a word proccss-
ing program, and even enhancing their social status with their classmatcs.
In part because the centrally located computer adjoins other areas of high
activity, the computer is an integral part of the classroom culture (Haugh-
land, 1992).

It is 9:20 A.M.on a cold October morning in Ms. Martin's kindcl"gar-
ten, and the room is filled with the sounds of children working at various
centers. Patrick and Oartrell sit side byside in the computer center, which
a(Hoins the sociodramatic play center and the classroom library. Thc}' arc
contemplating a color monitor that displays information about bats (see
Figure 18.1). Earlier, during rug time when the children sat togethcr on
the floor to begin the day, the two boys had listened to their teacher in-
troduce the unit for the week: "Creatures That Flyin the Night Sky."Mter
listening to the text on the screen read aloud, the boys decide how to
interact with the computer to receive additional information, in this in-
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.tf4 Abot is a small, furry animal with
wings. Bats hong upside down to sleep
during the day, and hunt for food at night.

screen illustration of one of the main characters, a lost baby bat's mother.
The girls watch the animation of the mother bat flying over trees, call-
ing, and looking for her baby, who is lost but safely snuggled in a nest
with baby birds. Later, when the two girls use a Stella Luna bat puppet
and a bird puppet to retell the story in the sociodramatic play center, they
are joined by three other children who serve as an audience. The slory
innovation they enact is filled with plot twists, melancholy dialogue, Im-
morous events, and voices that sound a great deal like the characters from
the electronic book.

During afternoon center time,JaMaris brings an informational book
about bats and the Stella Luna puppet with him. He props Ihe book on a
small hook-size easel that has been placed beside Ihe com pUler monilor
and holds the puppet on his lap. He has decided to contribute to a class
book of collected stories on bats. His assignment is to draw and write
something about bats using Kid Pix 2 (Hickman, 1992). As he begins, he
isjoined for a few minutes by his teacher, who crouches by his side.
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FIGURE 18.1. Patrick and Dartrcllicarn about bals.

slann' an audio rcreadin~ of a defiuition, pronundal inus of wonts Ihal
are highlighted in blue, digital drawings that will pop up in boxes over
the text, or various sound effects. The boys confer briefly and click on an
illustration that also provides the sound of a feeding bat. As Kelly, a class-
mate, walks by the computer, she stops, looks at the screen, and asks them
a question:

Ms. MARTIN:So, what's your story going to be ahoul?

JAMARlS:It's gonna be a story about a really cool bat named Spidey and
his super powers.

Ms. MARTIN:OK. So, how do you want to begin. . . with "Once upon a
time"?

KELLY:How did you do that? Get that up there [on screen]?

PATRICK:All you do is . . . Wait (eloJes the ap/J/icntion). Like Ms. Martin
did. All you do is . . . this (dem01utmte.~ hOl/lto elicle the mou.se and get
access to the CD).

KELLY:You're so smart, Patrick. You should be in college.

JAMARIS:No. . . my name first (.selectsthekeyboardJunctionand tYIJesin the
lettersoJhis name using the hunt and peck method) . . . and I want to draw
Spidey.

Ms. MARTIN:That's not a bad idea. Uyou draw it, Ihat bat, you might
get some good story ideas. So, what does this old bat look like-like
Stella Luna?

JAMARls:Sorta' like this one but with big green eyes (pointing to the plw-
tograPh oJa bat on the book cover). How do I get green?

Ms. MARTIN:Remember how I showed you the olher day-during rug
time? (Beforeleaving thecomputercenterMs. Martin demomtmtes how to
access the color option Jrom the program's menu.)

Word of Patrick's expertise quickly spreads Ihroughout Ihe classroom,
and soon other children ask him for a demonstration of how this appli-
cation works from the CD inserted in the CD-ROM drive ofthe computer.
Patrick's computer ability seems to enhance his social standing with sev-
eral of his peers, who seek him out for the first time as a reading partner
during buddy reading.

A half hour later Ariel and Jasmine sit il11thecomputer center and
compare a story book version to an electronic book version of Stl'llaLuna
(Cannon, 1993). As a "page" of the text is highlighted and read aloud on
the computer screen, Ariel points her finger 10 Ihe corresponding text
on a page in the book. Jasmine delights in using the mouse to click on a

JaMaris uses electronic artist tools to draw a bat with big green eyes,
large fangs, and a crooked "B" on the chest (see Figure 18.2). He then
writes a two-line story that consists of strings of letters and a word copied
from the book cover. He makes two copies using the printer connected
to the computer. One is placed in a folder of children's stories thai will
be bound into a class book, and the other goes into his backpack so he
can show it to his mother.
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example, Flood, Heath, and Lapp (1997) refer to the "visual and commu-
nicative arts," and the Vanderbilt Learning and Technology Group refers
to "representational literacy," which includes a variety of new media that
can he intq~ratcd with conventional texts to create mcanin~.

INTEGRATING TECHNOLOGY INTO THE
SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT OF THE CLASSROOM

FIGURE 18.2. JaMaris's bat story.

The social environment of the classroomwillalwaysplaya central role in
determining how a computer is used by children in schools. It is our be-
lief that if computers are to adequately support both the conventional

. and electronic literacy development of children, then computer-related
activities must be woven into the fabric of daily classroom routines through
planned activities in areas such as (I) teacher interactive demonstration,
(2) thematic integration and innovation, (3) diverse collaboration, and
(4) addressing special needs.

A classroom visitor, witnessing the children's computer work, might
assume thatlhey are all remarkably gifted or thaI they come from afl1u-
ent homes where they have daily access to computers. However, quite the
reverse istrue. None oflhe sixchildren mentioned in these vignetteshas
a computer at home, all qualifyfor free or reduced lunches, and aIIare
of considered to be average or below average in their literacy develop-
ment. The primary reason that the children are adept at using technol-
ogy is because their teacher consistently plans inviting and enriching
computer-related experiences. In Ms. Martin's classroom computer-
related learning is meaningful and purposeful and is integrated fully into
the daily instructional routine.

Although we still have much to learn about effective technology and
literacy instruction in classrooms, research over the last decade (e.g.,
Fatorous, J995; Labbo, 1996) provides insights into how to plan appro-
priate computer-related learning experiences that foster young children's
literacy development. In this chapter we draw upon relevant research and
underlying sociocognitive theory (Vygotsky,1978) to offer suggestions for
estahlishing a classroom environment that promotes demonstration, col-
laboration, and other forms of social interaction. We do so by describing
how teachers can use technology to support children's conventional lit-
eracy development and the development of what has been called "elec-
tronic literacy" (Reinking, 1994).

Conventional literacy development refers to the language arts pro-
cesses of listening, speaking, reading, and wriri'Ogthat are related to tra-
ditional typographic features oflinear text, such as print, illustrations, and
graphics. Electronic literacy expands conventional literacy to include digi-
tal and IHultinwdh materials in these fundamental language artc;processes.
Others have referred to this expanded view of literacy in other ways.For

Teacher Interactive Demonstration

Our research suggests (Labbo, Phillips, & Murray, 1995/1996) that inte-
gration of technology can be achieved when teachers demonstrate the
use of a classroom computer during whole-group and small-group lessons;
however, the makeup of the demonstrations should not consist only of
the teacher explaining or modeling the use of a computer. Rather, dem-
onstrations should combine teacher modeling with opportunities for
children to become involved. For example, teachers can solicit children's
input during demonstrations of how to use the computer to maintain a
calendar of events, to compose and print out notes to parents, to write
and print out individual copies of the morning message and daily news,
to make lists of things to do, and to create signs for classroom events. By
socially negotiating the form, content, and context of the demonstrations,
teachers can help children create a rich schema for employing technol-
ogy in ways that quite naturally involve many literacy-related activities.
Thus, the perspective we advocate implies much more than perfunctory
uses of technology that place computers outc;ide the mainstream of lit-
eracy activities in classrooms.

For example, from a sociocognitive perspective, we posit that children
who observe and interact with teachers during whole- ami smalI-group
technology demonstrations will internalize relevant vocabulary, develop
approaches to problem solving, and encounter action schemes-all en-
ablin~ them to use the com pUler as a tool f(lr thinking, learnin~, and
communicating. A",Papert (1980) suggests,children willusea compliler
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in waysthat they see the adults in their lives make use of computers. Adult
modeling of literacy activities is a m;:yor factor in children's acquisition
of conventional literacy. It is no less so in the acqllisition of electronic or

digital literacy.
Other benefits ofinteractive demonstrations are evident when young

children dictate personal news to add to the morning message,watch their
words typed on the screen, and thereby have opportunities to become
aware ofgraphophonemic aspeclc;of print. Additionally, when each child
receives an individual printout of the morning message and is invited to
circle words, letters, or letter-sounds he/she recognizes, he/she has an

opportunity to el11ich or refine his/her conventional literacy knowledge.

cuss the story plot, the characters, and ways that the allthor of this fic-
tional story helps us explore our feelings about bats.

On another day she conducts a shared viewing of the CD-ROM J\ly
Fi,:ft Incr"dibleAmazing Dictionary (1995). Ms. Martin has a large monitor
that allows her to display the computer output to all of her students. Milch
asa big book is recommended for sharing stories and concepts about print
with a large group of children, a large monitor or some kind of projec-
tion equipment is recommended for shared viewing of software. Ms.
Martin's shared viewing consists of the following steps:

1. Collect, display,and demonstrate themed children's hooks and
software related to the theme.

2. Design computer-based learning center activities connected to
the theme.

3. Enhance sociodramatic play that connects the theme and com-

puter-based activities.
4. Provide occasions for celebrating children's computer experi-

ences and products.

· She begins by briefly introducing the title and general pm-pose of
the software and then stating a specific purpose for interacting with the
program. Her purpose is to find definitions and see illustrations related
to unit topics. This activity helps her students understand that different
software has difi"erent purposes and must be approached strategically
depending on one's intentions. In other words, the decisions made be-
fore using the software will depend upon the intent. In this instance, the
teaclwr shows how 10accessdefinilions throllgh an alphahet index or a
search and find function.

· Next, Ms. Martin reads or clicks on audio messagesand animation
that appear on the screen. While navigating through the program, the
teacher briefly explains how selecting particular options helps to meet
the previously st.'Hedgoal of learning more about vocabulary related to
the unit. While navigating through the program, children may be invited
to take turns operating the software or offering opinions about the im-
portance of various types of information included in the program. This
activity allows children to develop strategies for making decisions while
using the program on their own later.

· Last, after a shared viewing, Ms. Martin encourages the children
to critically discuss the information, the presentation of the content, and
the operation of the program itself. This activity helps students develop
the ability to take a critical stance in using digital materials just aswe hope
they will in using conventional printed materials.

Thematic Integration and Innovation

Creative teachers who put a classroom computer to its best use seem to
consistently discover natural connections hetween curricular themes,
learning ol~iectives,and innovative uses of technology. The scenarios given
al t II<'onsl't of this dmpler provide COlUTI'I!'instam'('s of four gllidelim's
Ihat we have disnlVered to he inslrumenlal in designing technology-
related units sllch as the unit "Creatures That Fly in the Night Sky":

First,collections of thematically related children's books and software
are displayed, shared, and discussed. Just as books are selected to provide
a varietyof genres and perspectiveson a theme, softwarecan be selected
to provide various types of literacy experiences related to the theme. Ap-
propriate software for young children should be easy to open, easy to use,
highly interactive, responsive to student choices, and ideally related to the
other formsof classroomliteracyexperiences and skillinstntction.

Some of the materials for Ms. Martin's unit consist of several fictional
and informational books, two puppets with al\'>uppet staging area, and
three software programs that are displayed on a bookshelf close to the
computer center. Her daily routine includes a shared reading of one of
the hooks or a shared viewing of one of tile software applications. On one
day, she reads aloud the book StellaLuna (Cannon, 1993). Children dis-

Second,center activities include computer-related activities aimed at
accomplishing various literacy objectives. Ms. Martin's students all worked
in tile same computer center on the same day, yet they all selected dif~
ferent activities.Byhaving a range of choices,the children learn how to
select an activity that they find interesting and meaningful. They are also
given occasions for making sense of topics across various classroom ac-
tivities that include computer explorations. When children brinK ol~jects
with them to the computer center, they may use Ihe ol~iectsto inspire
stories and illustrations, to focus them on the topic, and to help them
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acquire information from different sources. As Schwartz (19R5) has
pointed out, three-dimensional objects such asa stuffed animal or a book
may help young children connect to a similar two-dimensional object on
the computer screen.

For example, after hearing Ms. Martin read the story of Stella/,u1la
(Cannon, 1993), Ariel and Jasmine interact in what we have called a
"screen and book read along" (Labbo & Ash, 1998) in the computer
center. That is, children connect the andio, text, and animation of the
screen with the print and illustration of the book by turning the virtual
pages on the screen and the real pages in the book simultaneously. They
point to the words in the book as they are read on the screen. Wht>ther
children choose to listen to an electronic book,echo read, or chorally
read, 011I'research (McKenna, 1998) suggests that the listening ver-
sion of an electronic story can help young children develop a sense of
story, extend their vocabulary, increase knowledge of words, and enrich
concepts about print. Dllring repeated readings of electronic books,
when beginning readers click on unfamiliar words and either hear the
word or receive a phonic minilesson, they can make substantial gains
in sight wont an)llisition. Ilowever, this effect seems limited to those
who Gill lIallle lellers and have a rudimentary awarell(~ss of sOllnd-
symbol correspondences.

171ird,sociodramatic or dramatic play is related to the unit theme
and to the use of technology. In Ms. Martin's room, the sociodramatic
play center was transformed into a puppet theater equipped with pup-
pets related to the characters in the books and software. Reenacting and
often extending the story through dramatic puppet play gives children
additional occasions for trying out characterizations, reinforcing story
structure, and reliving or innovating on story plots.

When sociodramatic play centers are enriched with literacy props,
including a compnter or evena cardboard modelof acomputer, children
gain insights into the role of technology and literacy in various cultural
and workplaceseuings (seeNeuman &Roskos,1992;Labbo& A'ih, 199R).
For example, ifa IInittheme focuseson variousways to travel, the socio-
dramatic play center may be transformed into an imaginary travel agency.
Children may make tickets, timetables, maps, travel posters, destinalion
hookkls, and passports to use in their play scenarios. The ollin~ may he
setup with a cardboard model of a computer, available at local office
supply stores, a play telephone, notepads, nameplates on desks, credit
card facsimiles,and brochures. An interviewwitl}a travel agent or a field
trip to a travel agencycan help children understand howthe officeworks,
the role of literacy in the work that takes place there, what types of nJll-
versalional discourse are appropriate in that selling, and how computers
are an integral part of the environment. By playing in the "Center,chil-

dren have opportunities to enrich their schema about workplace forms
and functions of literacy.

Fotlrth, children's computer experiences and work are celebrated.
When children learn how to use a computer to accomplish communica-

\ tive tasks, teachers can invite them to demonstrate and explain their
newfound knowledge to their classmates. Collections of students' theme-
related work may be bound into a class book, exhibited as artwork, or
displayed in a computer presentation such as an electronic slide show.
As is the case with printed materials, celebrating accomplishments ami
finished products involving digital materials enhances motivation and
engagement.

For example, in our work with students in the upper elementary
grades we found that involvingteachers and students in creating multi-
media book reviews on the computer had far greater benelits for read-
ing and writing than did conventional book reports. Studenl'i were much
more engaged in creating the multimedia book reviews, and we found

that their use of technology to respond to their reading involved them
in a much richer socially interactive process. We found that these ben-
efits were derived partly from the fact that, unlike conventional book
reports, the multimedia book reviews were stored in a searchable data-
base that waseasily accessible to other students looking for books to read
and to parents whovisitedthe school at varioustimes (including a school
technology fair). Inevitably too, students' interactions about the books
they were reading took place incidentally in the context of celebrating
their accomplishments in mastering the technology. For example, when
one student eagerly explained to another student, who was an equally
avid listener, how he had added sound effects to his book review, the
other student incidentally discovered an interest in the book that was
the subject of the review. This example also illustrates how celebrating
accomplishments in one medium can enhance involvement in another
medium.

Our work (Reinking &Watkins, 1996) suggeststhat when teachers
make children's multimedia book reports accessibl~ through a networked
framework that is authored and presented on hypertext, students elec-
tronically share book titles, exchange information about authors, and
consider various rcsponscs to books. Additionally, a ('hild canmak(' intn-
tcxtuallinks, or electronic connective paths, betwecn information in their
own book report and related information in the reporl~ of their class-
mates. Havingeasy accessand tools to make such links givesstudents a
capability to manage the exchange of information that is unique to an
electronic environment. Now teachers are increasinglyaware Ihat com-
puters are becoming a central part of literacy instruction and Icarning in
the classroom.
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DIVERSE OPPORTUNITIES FOR COLLABORATION ham (1998) explain howstudentsusee-mail to communicate effectively
withstudents in different geographic regions.Beachand Lundell (1998)
report that shy students become more interactive and even develop
unique on-line personalities when they exchange messages through
electronic communication systems.

Children who colIahorate while working on the computer have opportu-
nities to acquire conventional and electronic literacy knowledgc. Tradi-
tional writing processes employing paper-and-pencil lools are enhanced
by the electronic malIeable screen, the keyboard, and the availability of
tools for culling and pasting eIemenl<;oftexl<;.Additionally, Internet and
e-mail interactions can foster unique forms for sludenl<;' socialIy con-
structed learnin~ experiences.

For example, a process writing approach to composition, involving
activities such as Writing Workshop may be enhanced by computer-based
colIahonllions. When <:hildren brainstorm, writc drafts, n:vise, edit, ami

puhlish with a word processing program, they can focus more on man-
aging their ideas and less on tedious mechanical aspects of writing
(Jones, 1994).When writing issupported bya word processing program,
the computer may be viewed as an interactive partner in the writing
process. Such a view is especially warranted when a child's communica-
tive intentions involves multimedia, such as audio and video. Creating
high-quality final drafts is also facilitated by desktop publishing capa-
bilities such as formatting text, incorporating graphics, and selecting
typefaces.Wild and Braid (1996) note that collaborative or cooperative
computer-related word processing experiences foster children's cogni-
tively oriented talk that is focused on the task of writing.

We believe that it is crucial for teachers to provide enough time for
children to compose on the computer and not just type a handwritten
draft in order to print out their work. To reap the benefits of technol-
ogy, and indeed to prepare children to use the tools of contemporary
writing, word processing must be integrated into all phases of the writ-
ing process. Students may keep an electronic file of their work, such as a
reflective journal, topic ideas, responses t.o books, works in early draft.
progress, works to be edited or spelI checked, or works to be read and
responded to by a peer. In t.hese instances, the computer is used as an
organizer, a manager, and an electronic writing folder similar to a con-
ventional portfolio. However, unlike a conventional portfolio, an elec-
tronic one reinforces the idea that electronic writing is never a final prod-
uct. Each electronic file awaits future modification.

Paired keyhoarding occurs when onc child who has knowlcdge
ahout computer opcrations and the Internet works togcthcr with an-
other child who is less knowledgeable about ac£~ssing information from
the Internet. Peters (1996) suggests that such interactions extend the
less able partner's zone of proximal development, enabling the child
to internalize strate~ies for successful explorations. Othcr effective
culIaborations can emcrge from electronic pen pals. Garner and .GiIIing-

SPECIAL POPULATIONS

Technology can support the literacy learning of special populations of
learners who may be mainstreamed into the classroom. Students in all
grade levels who struggle with rcading and writing may benelil from par-
ticular computer applications. Nonlluent readers, reluctant readers, or
children who study English as a second language (ESL readers) may also
benefit from features of software.We believe that teachers should ap-
proach the use of technology with special populations by following the
guidelines we have outlined, namely, through teacher interactive dem-
onstrations, thematic integration and innovation of software and books,
and diverse collaboration.

Supporting Struggling Readers and Writers with Computers

Many children who struggle with learning to read and write in elemen-
tary schools can often benefit from the electronic text formats. Traditional

instructional and tutorial approaches for readers experiencing difficulty
learning to read have been based on a determination of a child's strengths
and weaknesses.From this traditional perspective, a teacher or a tutor
decides how to support the struggling reader by presenting materials,
introducing skiIIs, and managing reading practice at a slower pace than
that of the regular classroom (Walmsley & Allington, 1995). Once strug-
gling readers have become familiarwit.h the unique features of hyper texts,
they may be alIowed to self-select the type of support they believe is the
most beneficial, thereby allowing them to maintain a pace similar to that
of the regular classroom.

How readers use supported text wiIIvary with their developmental
level. Emergent readers, for example, wiIIgain more from accessing the
fulI listening version of a text than from more advanced resources. Chil-
dren who are functioning within the decoding stage, howevcr, can be
expected to rely heavily on digitized pronunciations. Those who are ap-
proaching fluency will have greater recourse to glossary entries, prose
simplifications, digitized video clips, and the like as they endeavor to
acquire contcnt from expository text. At this slage, t.heir compre1H.'lIsion
wiII also benefit from accessing linked resources, such as graphic orga-
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ni7,ers, databases, or electronic encyclopedias, Sinn: the efficacy of these

resources is based on aligning software use with a child's stage of read-

ing development, it is important that assessment be aimed at precisely

determining that stage so that a teacher is able to guide the child toward

the most appropriate use of such resources (McKenna, Reinking, I,abbo,

& Kieffer, in press).

A future abundance of supported text wiII bring both drawbacks

and advantages for the struggling reader. Surely one of the chalIenges

of electronic literacy is the need to develop the ability to strategically

navigate through hypertext environments in order to achieve specific

purposes. Even when the hypertextual elements are limited to a few

helpful resources, the effect of so many choices can appear labyrinthine
to a strugglingreader. On the positive side, students wiII be able to read

text independently that would have fmstrated them without the built-
in Supporl of what McKenna (1998) has called "cicci ronie scaffolds."

Indeed, the very notion of the instrlll~tional reading level wiII have to

be revised in electronic environments since many stmggling readers wiII

be able to read at or near their listening levels (McKenna, Reinking, &
Labbo, ] 997).

some basic concepts about print, phonemic awareness, and a nol ion of
the alphabetic principle. Asthe capabilities of speech synthesizer software
improves, continued research in this area is warranted.

A FINAL WORD

Supporting Nonfluent, Reluctant, or ESL Readers
and Writers with Computers

We hope it is clear in this chapter that digital forms of reading and writ-
ing not only can be but must be integrated into the mainstream of lit-
eracy instruction for children in the elementary school. Establishing a
program of best practices in literacy instruction today means acknowledg-
ing that literacyisno longer a monolithicconcept defined byprint, pages,
and books. AUention to conventional uses of WI'illen language centered
in a world of print must be balanced by attention to how digitaltechnolo-
gies are increasinglymovingtoward the center of what it means to be lit-
erate. Teachers,even thosewhoteachyoungchildren at the earlieststages
ofliteracy development. must begin to initiate their students into the use
of digital forms of expression with a vigor equal to that they have dedi-
cated to more traditional printed forms.

We wouldbe the first to admit that this isno easytask.To integrate
technology into their teaching, teachers must confront many challenges
on multiple levels. Not the least of the challenges many teachers face is
coming to terms with their own predisposition to favor printed materi-
als, sometimes accompanied by a devaluation of digital reading and writ-
ing as inferior. It is hard for some teachers to consider, let alone accept,
that emerging forms of electronic reading and writing may be as infor-
mative, pedagogically useful, and aesthetically pleasing as more familiar
printed forms. To consider that electronic forms of text may in some
instances even be superior is undoubtedly more difficult.

A reluctance to embrace technology is often sllstailll'd by insecuri-
ties in using computer technology. It is nottriviallo note that today for
the first time in the modern era teachers have an obligation to prepare
children to become literate in ways that the teachers themselves might
not be fully literate. This situation is created by the juggernaut of change
that has occurred in the lifetimes of many teachers today who are wit-
nessing the digital revolution but who themselves have to somc degree
been left in its wake. It is hard enough to think about preparing children
for the fuzzyfuture ofliteracy in a posttypographic world. It is even harder
to prepare children for a world in which our print-based literacy skills are
lesscentral, let alone for a world that may negate some of ollr most ('her-
ished assumptions about literacy.

neyond these conceptual issues are a host of practical obstacles Ihal
teachers must often overcome. While the base of computer hardware in

Children who are nonfluent or reluctant readers may benefit from re-
peated or echo readings of text that is digitally read aloud. While read-
ing to learn new information. a struggling reader may find itllseflll to
compose and record summaries of passages on an electronic clipboard.
Burns (1996) notes that multimedia technology can be used to facilitate
the English language acquisition of non-native speakers. Mllltimedia re-
sOllrces accommodate the needs of ES1,students as they progress in sec-
ond lan~uage proficiency and ~ain specific contenl area knowledge. Many
electronic, interactive books have the option of listening to the story in
either Spanish orJapanese. More research about the effectiveness of such
programs on children's acquisition of a second language and their under-
standing of specific reading passage content is needed.

Finally,speechsynthesizersoftwareolfers somepromisingdirections
I()I' supporting the spelling development of YOllng,ESL,or nonf1uent
writers. Shilling (1997) introduced the use of a basic word processing
program and an external speech synthesis upit that gave the children
studied a choice of listenin~ to a word they had attempted to spell on
the screcn, listcnin~ to the entire text that they had typed onlhe screen,
or nOlusin~ speech synthcsis at all. Findin~s su~~estthat before children
consistently benefit from synthesizer software they need to have acquired
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schools isgenerally seen asadequate, many schools do not have the physical
or administrative infrastructure needed to use their computers effectively
(Morra, 1995). For example, computers are of little use if there is not
adequate wiringin placeswhere teachers and students need to use them.
Neither arc they uselill ifthere isno opportunity for teachers to learn how
to use them and 10 become familiar with software and how it might be
integrated into instruction. Neither are they useful when there are no
established instructional niches in the curriculum and school day for com-
puter use, especially in the language arts, at least beyond word process-
ing. Moreover, there are logistical problems involved in bringing student.,
and new technologies together in time and space. This challenge is often
faced by teachers who have only one or two computers in their classrooms
or whocan only have accessto a computer lab for an hour or twoa week.

So, how are teachers to cope in achieving balance between a focus
on conventional literacy and electronic literacy?We have found some
cOllllllonalities among teachers who have successfullyachieved this bal-
ance, especially among those who do not gravitate naturally to technol-
ogy. Most t~achers have heen realistic about the obstacles they face in
using technology and realistic about expectations given these obstades.
Often they have '<Hlllda single computer-based activityor application that
connects powerfully with their own teaching and with their personal con-
ceptions of literacy. They may have found it at a conference, in a univer-
sitycourse, or through a colleague; but it is something they find it hard
to imagine teaching without, once they have discovered it. It may be a
simple program addressing in some newwaya problematic reading skill,
or it may be a more open-ended and sophisticated application involving
the internet. For many teachers finding such an application stimulates
them to confront the challenges of using technology in their teaching.
For them, it serves as a gateway to seeking more balance between con-
ventional and digitalliteracies.

We recommend that teachers who wish to integrate technology into
their literacy teaching consider several ideal criteria aimed at transcend-
ing perfunctory uses of computers. If technology is used to advance the
goals of conventional print-based literacy, software applications should,
at a minimum, be consistent with what the teacher knows and believes to

be true about reading instruction (Miller & Burnett, 1987). Ideally use
should be made ofthe unique capabilities ofthe computer to go beyond
conventional materials, addressing some problematic area ofliteracy that
would benefit from a new approach. ,,1

Different criteria are relevant if technology is used more to initiate
students and teachers into the world of digital literacy. First, like other
literacy activities, lechnoloR}'-reiated activilirs should ideally involve au-
thentic and personally meaningful communication. Electronic worksheets

are in the long run no more meaningful and useful to students' develop-
ment than are printed ones. Using the computer to enable a kindergar-
ten child to read more texts independently is more worthwhile, as is
enabling third-grade children to use e-mail to correspond with other
children and adults around the country. Another ideal criterion is that
the activity will allow teachers and students to compare and contrast elec-
tronic and digital forms of reading and writing. For example, how is an
electronic storybook different from a printed one? What are the advan-
tages and limitations of a multimedia encyclopedia over a printed one?
How ise-mailsimilar to or ditferent from sending a letter mailed at the
post office? Finally, computer-based activities that increase literacy in the
digital domain should allow students to develop functional strategies for
reading and writing electronic texts. For example, when might it be ap-
propriate to seek out the pronunciation or definition of a word while
reading? How are key words used efficiently to locate in!<mnation in a
computer database?

As Bruce and Hogan (1998) point out, technologies that al'e truly
integrated into daily life are invisible. Fully integrated technologies hlend
into the environment byvirtue of their repeated aud natural use. No one
views stairs leading from one floor to another as a complicated technol-
ogy-except someone who is confined to a wheelchair. Integrating com-
puter-based activities into literacy instruction in schools has a long way
to go before new technologies are completely unremarkable. Nonethe-
less,teachers who choose not to waituntil digital reading and writingare
so widely used as to be scarcely noticed are laying the groundwork for
the day when computer technology will be as fundamental to literacy as
is print technology today.
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